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“The exquisite carving of this cartouche 
typifies the unique quality to be 

found across the WILLIAM YEOWARD 
...collected line.

From inlay to veneer, carving to 
parquetry this collection offers it all.”

The first edit of WILLIAM YEOWARD ...collected has been so well received in 
markets across the globe.

Our collaboration with Jonathan Charles, world class makers and designers of fine 
furniture has enabled us to realise the dream of a line of furniture with relevance to the 
past that is both beautiful and useful today.

With attention to every detail, these shapes and finishes have a modernity that puts this 
line in a class of its own.

WILLIAM YEOWARD CRYSTAL continues to shine as the ‘world’s most glamorous crystal’.

The collaboration with Timothy Jenkins whose eye for the exceptional in craftsmanship 
and William Yeoward’s observations as to what people will be using in beautiful 
interiors continues to perfect a heady mix of good design and sublime quality.

Illustrated within this, our second newspaper we are also proudly showcasing our three 
new WILLIAM YEOWARD FABRIC  collections Marlena ,Alberesque and Library.

William has worked tirelessly over the past year building on the success of previous 
collections to both enhance and vary his offer.

Apart from two luxurious print and weave books William has developed Library, a book 
of simple textured plains that can be the base of any decorative scheme.

Moxby Table

Ariana Vase

Saragossa Table

Harlequine Footed Bowl







Tarporley Table Bickerton Chest of Drawers

From our second edit of William Yeoward ...collected, with fabrics from 
our Marlena, Alberesque and Library collections.

Weave, print and greyed oak textures all working off each other and yet 
in harmony.

Bronze individually designed hardware on our new Bickerton chest of drawers is 
one example of the care and attention we lavish on our pieces.



Tarporley Armchair

Tarporley Stool

Tarporley 
Serving Table

“The precision and expertise required to execute the 
carving on these pieces is typical of the quality that is to be 
found in the WILLIAM YEOWARD ...collected line.

The detail in the ram’s mask and the elegance of the silhouette 
illustrates the care and attention given to each and every piece; 
after all it’s all in the detail...”



Oulton Chest

Oulton Cabinet

The Oulton Cabinet is a signature 
piece of our second edit in WILLIAM 

YEOWARD ...collected.

This beautiful distressed oak cabinet 
with painted interior and Venetian 
pediment will look well in drawing 

room, hall or kitchen.

This strong dynamic piece is also 
available as a buffet with Port 

d’Orto marble top.



Toby’s sofa is the most delightful piece. It’s a bench and a sofa and it has elegance, grace and is 
transitional in its design. A good ‘canape’ that will also work at the end of a large bed or as a 

dining banquette.

SOME OF THE FAVOURITES FROM OUR FIRST EDIT OF   ...collected

Cushions from a selection of our 2015 collection

Extending Longwood Dining Table Bodiam Armchair Yarne Table Godwyn Side Table with Drawer



Godwyn Side Table with Drawer

Our Art Glass collection is becoming 
a staple of our store and these new 
Adelphi vases in a variety of colours 

have great presence and a modernity 
that is pleasing.

The inspiration for these pieces came 
from some references from the Adelphi, 

Liverpool.

“I rather fancy some mid century 
furniture was somehow the thought 

process behind this great new 
armchair!”

Yeoward is yet again remodelling his 
London apartment and as he puts it.... 

“it’s only like living in a permanent 
laboratory, a space in flux which to me 

is both exciting and stimulating!”

Nicola Armchair

Caroline Martini Table

Marshfield Sofa End 
Table and Chair

Adelphi Vases



Broxton Console

Stockholm Console

Morris Bed

Eva Bench



The Rhoscolyn carpet is one of three new WILLIAM YEOWARD 
designed rugs that are being showcased this season.

The single and double Lucca benches 
are interpretations of an arts and crafts 

bench in William’s collection.

Very smart used, as he has, in the hall 
for throwing your hat onto or in the 
larger size at the bottom of the bed.

Pierrette, a charming print 
on linen in the Marlena 

collection 2015 is transitional 
in its design and appeal.

Working in both traditional 
and modern interiors 

Pierrette can be used all 
about the house!

Montbard Resting Chair 
upholstered in our 

signature Marese Woad 
linen fabric.

Hall House Console Table
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